
 

Wolters Kluwer Financial Services and Regulatory Counsel Group Team to Offer RCG 
Customers Web-Based Compliance Tool 

StateLink Offers Lenders Fast and Convenient Access to Regulatory Information on First and 
Closed-End Mortgages for All 51 Jurisdictions 

MINNEAPOLIS and ALPHARETTA, GA. – Jan. 22, 2007– Wolters Kluwer Financial Services and 
Regulatory Counsel Group (RCG) today announced that RCG, a leading provider of regulatory 
compliance services for mortgage lenders, will resell Wolters Kluwer Financial Services’ StateLink 
web-based compliance tool to RCG customers. 

StateLink offers lenders fast and convenient web-based access to regulatory information on a variety 
of topics pertaining to first and closed-end second mortgages for all 51 U.S. jurisdictions. The content 
within StateLink is continuously updated by Wolters Kluwer Financial Services’ compliance staff, a 
team of attorneys and analysts that work with regulatory agencies to gather information and deliver it 
in a plain language format lenders can understand.  

“RCG is pleased to be able to offer its customers the StateLink tool,” said Scott Scher, president of 
RCG. “After extensive research, RCG chose to offer Statelink based on its succinct and detailed 
information, easy to navigate format and the responsiveness of the StateLink support team. Wolters 
Kluwer Financial Services, like our organization, is recognized as an expert on regulatory compliance 
by the mortgage industry. I’m confident that by using the StateLink tool, our customers will have 
access to the most comprehensive and up-to-date federal and state compliance information available 
in the marketplace.”  

“Wolters Kluwer Financial Services places a strong emphasis on working with its alliance partners to 
make it easier for mortgage lenders to stay on top of the complex and continually growing regulatory 
environment,” said John Bryant, executive vice president of Banking for Wolters Kluwer Financial 
Services. “Joining forces with RCG will help us provide even more compliance professionals with 
access to the information they need to help protect their organizations from compliance risks more 
efficiently and effectively.” 

About Regulatory Counsel Group, Inc. 

RCG acts as an outsource solution to Mortgage Companies which range from being large and publicly 
traded to one person who is looking to start a mortgage company on their own. Knowledge of the 
mortgage regulations which relate to the licensing procedures coupled with a proven and efficient 
strategy allows RCG to create a streamlined process from plan to licensure. 

In addition, RCG’s client service belief is that “we do whatever it takes” for our clients. For more 
detailed information about our company and services, please visit www.regulatorycounsel.com. If you 
are interested in RCG’s services and would like to communicate with a representative of the company, 
please send an email with your requirements to info@rcgteam.com. 

About Wolters Kluwer Financial Services  

Wolters Kluwer Financial Services provides best-in-class compliance, content, and technology solutions 
and services that help financial organizations manage risk and improve efficiency and effectiveness 
across their enterprise. The organization’s prominent brands include Bankers Systems, VMP® Mortgage 
Solutions, PCi, GulfPak, GainsKeeper®, CCH® Capital Changes, NILS INSource®, AuthenticWeb™ and 
CCH Wall Street. 

Wolters Kluwer Financial Services’ solutions include integrated and stand-alone compliance and work 
flow tools, documentation, analytics, authoritative information, and professional services. Customers 
include banks, credit unions, mortgage lenders, and securities and insurance organizations of all sizes 
throughout the United States. For more information on Wolters Kluwer Financial Services, visit 
www.WoltersKluwerFS.com. 

Wolters Kluwer is a leading global information services and publishing company. The company provides 
products and services for professionals in the health, tax, accounting, corporate, financial services, 
legal and regulatory, and education sectors. Wolters Kluwer has annual revenues (2005) of €3.4 billion,
employs approximately 18,400 people worldwide and maintains operations across Europe, North 
America, and Asia Pacific. Wolters Kluwer is headquartered in Amsterdam, the Netherlands. Its shares 
are quoted on the Euronext Amsterdam (WKL) and are included in the AEX and Euronext 100 indices. 
For more information, visit www.wolterskluwer.com. 
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